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Sales Opportunity
Finding qualified talent in today’s workplace is both challenging and time consuming. There are
more candidates looking for jobs now than ever before. Companies do not have the time,
expertise or resources to dig through all the unqualified candidates in order to find the qualified
candidates that they are looking for.
c1search can deliver employers qualified candidates in a timely fashion. They have been in
business since 1996, and are experts in finding the right person for the right job. If a company is
looking for a new employee c1search can help them. They have successfully placed 1000s
of candidates in jobs for companies with even the most demanding requirements.
Target Customer
Companies of all shapes and sizes need help finding qualified employees. c1search normally
deals with larger companies who have an on going need to fill positions, however they will help
smaller companies just the same.
c1search has found its niche in the technical field, often being called on to place computer
experts in jobs across the country, however c1search does not stop there. c1search has the
experience and candidate pool to fill just about any job, from CEO to temp worker.
Key Benefits
• Deep Candidate Pool. They simply have more candidates to pick from than any other
business, they deepen their candidate pool all day everyday.
• Experienced. They have been in business for 19 years and have successfully filled
1,000s of positions.
• Pay for Results Only. They only take payment if they successfully fill the open position,
so there is no risk in hiring them.
• Speed. c1search can fill positions quicker than employers because they have pre
screened all their candidates.
How to facilitate the sale.
First you will need to confirm with Guylaine DiSalvo that you are authorized to sell to any
potential customer. Once the customer is contacted, you will need to refer them to Guylaine so
she can complete the sales process, she will finalize all sales.
Contact Information for Service:
Primary Contact: Guylaine DiSalvo
Phone: 585.381.4409
Email Address: gdisalvo@consilium1.com
Website: c1search.com
Implemented by: Bill Neu
Cost: Varies
Commission: Negotiable

